Oil Spill Done to Conceal Buckling Seabed?
From: jadinardo@optonline.net
Sent: Wed 6/23/10 12:57 PM
To: jadinardo@optonline.net
Thanks, Gill. Wow . . . this approaching brown dwarf star is plausibly as massive
as 10 to 12 Jupiter-masses! That is as much mass as about 3,200 Earths. This
estimation makes sense to me, considering that most sources we have heard from
believe that it is a brown dwarf star. Now, Dr. Robert S. Harrington, formerly the
Chief Astronomer of the U.S. Naval Observatory, did say: "it's a nice good planet."
So, it seems that he did not realize then, way back in 1991 while it was way out in
deep space, that it is likely a brown dwarf star. However, attached above is a .jpg
photocopy of the actual front-page Washington Post article of December 30, 1983,
which I photocopied from the archives at my county library. The article announces
the discovery of a celestial body, "possibly as large as Jupiter;" moreover,
possibly a "protostar" (a brown dwarf darkstar, which, by definition, is at least
13 Jupiter masses). Elaborating on your estimations below, as this brown dwarf star
accelerates into our inner Solar System, being gravitationally attracted to our
Sun, its' enormous magnetic forces are increasingly boiling and churning Earth's
magnetic core, while this brown dwarf star's enormous gravitational pull is
plucking upon Earth's crustal surface, buckling seabeds, such as in the Coral Sea
and in the Gulf of Mexico, generating sinkholes all over China, and generating
unprecedentedly frequent high-magnitude earthquakes. At least three years ago,
Mark, a veteran of the Persian Gulf War who maintains contact with certain
acquaintances in the government, told me that a geologist friend with the U.S.
Geological Survey told him that they were surveying the seabed of the Gulf of
Mexico for great oil drilling opportunities, and that they expect to see land
masses rising up from the Gulf of Mexico seabed. So, it seems that pieces of this
puzzle are fitting together. The global power elite foresaw the Gulf of Mexico
seabed rising, were overcome with oil greed, but knew that in the next few years
they would have to flee the Gulf when the newly popping undersea volcanoes start to
breakout, like hives, all over the planet. And they knew that, in order to
forestall (not preempt) public panic, they would have to make it look as if
corporate recklessness had caused the Gulf of Mexico to burst up, bleeding . . .
because if the people were to discern that natural disasters are exploding all over
the Earth, then these power elite controllers of the masses would have the reigns
of global enslavement abruptly yanked out of their greedy fists, as the docile
masses panic into a state of crazed chaos and defiant rejection of tyrannical
tethers.The power elite are scared, because they know that there is no way that
they can keep the global masses from panicking, as this approaching brown dwarf
star (formally named "Planet X" by the world's community of astronomers)
increasingly molests Earth's land masses, seabeds and molten magnetic core. The
elite can only forestall public panic for a short while. And it is becoming
conspicuous that their Plan B is to go underground, a fact which Gov. Jesse Ventura
has vividly documented with his TruTV film footage of the elite's elaborate
underground cities beneath the Denver Airport, and deep within the bowels of
Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado. This brown dwarf star's plasmatic (electrified gas)
coma is both electrostatically and electromagnetically exciting the Sun, provoking
the Sun to sneeze forth blasts of solar flares which the National Academy of
Science and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration officially state will
likely damage or destroy the world's power grids and the associated electronic
global canopy overdraping modern civilization's luxurious bed of comfort. The
result will be abrupt regression to primitive life for anyone who can shelter
themselves from the lethal solar scorching.Those of us who do not protect ourselves

from the solar scorching will not have to worry about primitive living. Conversely,
the power elite have long been prepared to weather the coming solar scorching by
making us pay for their underground shelters. Although the N.A.S. and N.A.S.A. say
that 2012 is the year to expect this solar scorching,the Sun will not switch from
normal to scorching in an instant, like the flipping of a light switch. Rather, the
solar scorching is already gradually intensifying. It is imperative that we, the
citizens of the human race, establish a widespread correspondence network, in an
effort to protect ourselves from the coming scorching, since the power elite told
Gov. Jesse Ventura that the people are welcome to knock all day on those multi-ton
underground steel doors.John DiNardo planetxnow@yahoo.com~~ The Movie, KNOWING
graphically depicts this solar scorching ~~http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=5j8nuUVByrU Remember to view the Washington Post announcement, attached above.
----- Original Message ----From: Gilbert EriksenDate: Wednesday, June 23, 2010 1:53 am
Subject: RE: RE: Brown Dwarfs Sized: "Mini-Solar Systems"
To: jadinardo@optonline.netCc: gem3intucson@q.com >
John, EM means "Electro Magnetic". As an iron based body, Wormwood> will have a
magnetic pole structure similar to Earth. North and South> poles somewhere near its
axis of rotation. only BIGGER. a LOT bigger.> If Wormwood were Jupiter sized in
diameter and if it was "isodense"> by way of plasma charge collection, then
theoretically it would have> between 7 and 8 Jupiter masses, roughly. Basically
it's a big iron ball> with some sulfur and other nasty chemicals, plus any space
junk that> it might collect from the Oort Cloud during its travels. And with all
that> iron in its composition it will throw off a BIGGIE in terms of EM charge.>
but at 90 Degrees to the ecliptic plane of the Sun. Thus the disruptive> power of
Wormwood [JD: Planet X], and why the Earth's magnetic> poles are now shifting, from
Wormwood's electromagnetic competition> with the Sun and with the Earth. If the
plasma energy input charge> from space is not strong enough, then gravity will work
its magic and> bring the density figure up somewhat higher. With the new plasma>
astrophysics I'm not sure how they will go about separating the two> issues to
arrive at a reasonably accurate figure for Wormwood's mass.> It would be nice to
know what Wormwood's real mass is, because> then some other properties can be
determined and the predictive> process (of its destructive power) gets more
accurate. But the> professionals don't want to touch the Wormwood/Planet X subject>
just yet, so for now we wait until they are allowed to participate.> With their
"Big Rig" telescope gear and super computers, personally,> if I had to guess, I
would say that Wormwood is probably 10 to 12> Jupiter masses. But that's just a
GUESS, and it could be more.> We do know that it cannot attract enough energy
complements of> the plasma energy of space to be visible. It's a dark body object,>
as a brown dwarf star. But that still leaves a lot of leeway in terms> of how much
mass Wormwood is really packing, and the related> damage it can do.>> Regards,>
Gill Eriksen

